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Background

Background:
The insurgency that has ravaged the North-East region of Nigeria has caused innumerable consequences, including
displacement of over two million people, destruction of homes and communities, abductions, killings, and maiming.
Education has also suffered greatly, as thousands of school-age IDPs and affected victims lack access to any form of learning,
owing to targeted destruction of schools, killing of educationists, abduction of school pupils, et cetera.
Resultantly, the quest for education has been truncated for many school age victims; and for a violent extremist group that
Boko Haram is, which recruits its members by latching on the naivety, illiteracy, and lack of exposure of its fighters, the
uneducated victims become ready puns that can be easily swayed, radicalized, sent on suicide missions, and used as human
shields and slaves.
Thus, it became imperative to target this population – school-age victims in schools, IDP camps, and host communities, with
a view to bridging the learning gap, by ensuring access to formal education and providing other means of skill-based
learning. In response, Adopt-A-Camp has, over the years, been providing general supports to victims of insurgency, and
especially educational intervention through projects like Learning Hub, School-In-A-Bag, and Tech4IDPs.

Tech4IDPs Project

The Tech4IDPs project entails setting up computer labs in schools for IDPs and other victims.. In addition, the teachers and
learning providers are trained in basic computing needed to aid their teaching of computing to the IDPs and pupils, as well as
building their skill in the use of the computers for their teaching work. In addition, smartphones are supplied to teachers and
learning providers aimed at aiding communication among them and with the Adopt-A-Camp team for the purpose of
disseminating information and sharing necessary teaching materials.
The first of this project was carried out in three northeast states – Borno, Yobe, and Adamawa, where 16 computer labs were set
up in 16 communities, with each lab having 10 computers. Each trained teacher was given a smartphone, while the schools they
represented was given eight phones each to be given to teachers and learning providers who teach ICT. Also, from each school,
two teachers were selected for the basic computing training, that is, 10 each from Yobe and Adamawa States, and 12 from Borno
State. The training was limited to the use of Microsoft Office 360 and the use of internet to aid teaching and researching.
The training for Adamawa State was held at the Northeast Humanitarian Innovation Hub, while those of Borno and Yobe States
was held at the facilities of the Government Colleges in the capitals. Refreshment, accoodation, and transportation stipends
was provided for most of the participants.

Tech4IDPs Project
Target Schools
The Tech4IDPs project reached 16 technologically underserved schools in three northeastern states of Nigeria namely:
Adamawa, Borno, and Yobe. The original plan was to implement the Project in the various learning corners and schools already
set up across IDP camps in the region, but most of the camps were being closed and the IDPs being relocated back to their
original communities of abode.
While Adamawa State has presently closed all its IDP camps, Yobe State has only one camp left in Pompomari area. Borno,
however, has closed about half of an initial 22 IDP camps as at first quarter of 2018. These trends posed ownership and
sustainability challenges for the project, and it informed the decision to settle on Secondary Schools in mostly remote locations
of the three States, especially those with boarding facilities as that guarantees more security of the computers and reduces the
risk of pilferage. Six schools were selected in Borno State, and five each in Adamawa and Yobe States. The schools are evenly
spread across the different zones in the respective states to foster inclusion and to serve the schools situated in the hard-toreach places.

Tech4IDPs Project
Schools Reached
S/NO.

SCHOOLS AND LOCATIONS

STUDENT POPULATION*

NO. OF COMPUTERS

NO. OF SMARTPHONES

2,280

10

10

927

10

10

1,160

10

10

407

10

10

1

Women Day Secondary School, Maiduguri, Borno State

2

Government Secondary School, Chibok, Borno State

3

Government Day Secondary School, Lamisula, Borno State

4

Government Secondary School, Kubo, Borno State

5

Government Secondary School, Kway-Kusa, Borno State

1,200

10

10

6

Government Secondary School, Askira, Borno State

2,475

10

10

7

Government Secondary School, Mayo-Belwa, Adamawa State

502

10

10

8

Government Secondary School, Mubi, Adamawa State

626

10

10

9

Aliyu Mustapha College, Yola, Adamawa State

1,762

10

10

10

Government Secondary School, Gombi, Adamawa State

1,201

10

10

11

Government Secondary School, Numan, Adamawa State

2,000

10

10

12

Government Girls Science and Technical College, Dapchi, Yobe State

685

10

10

13

Government Girls Science and Technical College, Potiskum, Yobe State

2,176

10

10

14

Government Girls Secondary School, Buni-Gari, Yobe State

823

10

10

15

Government Secondary School, Goniri, Yobe State

798

10

10

16

Government Secondary School, Yusufari, Yobe State

407

10

10

19,429
*The student population is only for the secondary section of each school based on the classes currently available.

Tech4IDPs Project
Highlights
160 laptop computers

160 smartphones

3 states (Borno, Yobe, and Adamawa)

16 schools

32 teachers trained in basic computing

19,429 direct beneficiaries
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Outcomes

Opportunity to align
with the tech age
Supporting
educational aspiration
as an alternative to
violent extremism.

Indirect psychosocial
support through
education.

Ease of teaching for
teachers and learning
providers.

Bridge the technology
divide between
school-age children

Heightens quest for
education.

Ease of conducting
research on new trends
and knowledge in
different subjects

Tech4IDPs Project
Key Impact

Psychosocial Support:
The trauma of what led to
beneficiaries’ displacement
can be managed through
education, as they are
exposed to possibilities,
normal life, hope for the
future, while having fun .

Protection of Human
Right:
Educating IDPs and children in
conflict-affected regions, like
North East Nigeria, is a way
of protecting their right to
education, even in conflict
situation.

Alternative to Violence:
Educating IDPs is an avenue to occupying and
enlightening their minds, so as to make them
less vulnerable to recruitment and
radicalization by violent groups; as well as
position them as positive contributors to
community development and post-conflict
reconstruction of their communities.

Observations and Recommendations

1.

TECHNOLOGY DEFICIT:

For the entire project, a total of 160 laptops and 160 smart phones were acquired and distributed to 16 schools with a student population of
19,429. The inadequacy gap is self-revealing in the numbers. Hence, we recommend the following for this project and future ones:
i.
More laptop computers with strong battery life be maintained because of the electricity dependency that comes with desktops
ii.
HDMI enabled smart projectors be procured and given to the 16 schools so they can teach and impart a large numbers of students
simultaneously
iii. Rechargeable mobile sound equipment be given to the same schools for classroom use to aid simultaneous teaching of computing
iv. Certified Microsoft partners be provided to help with further training of the teachers.
2. KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER USE NOW COMPULSORY:
The Nigerian educational sector has just transited from printed question paper examinations to computer-based test systems for final year
secondary school examinations. The implication of this is that every student must be proficient in the use of computers before their examinations.
Thus, we recommend that:
i.
The project be expanded to cover more remote schools in the Northeast of Nigeria where education is presently threatened by both
the ongoing insurgency and high extreme poverty ratio, an unfortunate combination that has made secondary education a pipe dream
for many children with aspirations.
ii.
The Project be focused on underserved communities that are most located in the critically vulnerable communities.
iii. Internet access, through concepts like the Google Stations, be provided for the beneficiary schools to help improve the Teachers and
broaden the horizon of the students.

Tech4IDPs
Pictures

Tech4IDPs
Pictures

Tech4IDPs
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Financials
Income
Particulars
Google.org

Expenditure
Amount (N)
19,183,500

Particulars

Amount (N)

160 laptop computers (Zed Air Pro)

9,600,000
6,720,000

Reliance InfoSystems Limited

400,000

160 smartphones (Nokia 3)

Omojuwa Foundation

300,000

Microsoft Office 360*

500,000

Daystar Christian Centre

500,000

Travels, feeding, and accommodation

369,205

WRAPA Nigeria

600,000

Haulage and, transportation

391,920

Warehouse and storage

150,000

Training (Venue, Facilitators, Refreshment)

279,950

Branding and signage

395,865

Volunteers and local supports

279,000

Logistics, admin and sundry expenses

383,730

TOTAL

N20,983,500

Pre-project food intervention

1,803,000

Communications and internet

85,000

Bank Charges

23,940

TOTAL

Balance = N1,890

N20,981,610

The #Tech4IDPs project was supported by Google Foundation of Tides Foundation

Partners

www.omojuwafoundation.com

www.relianceinfosystems.com

www.wrapanigeria.org

www.daystarng.org

www.micromanna.net

About Us

Adopt-A-Camp is a program under the umbrella body – The Light Family Empowerment Foundation, with the second program
being Girl Child Africa. Under Adopt-A-Camp, general assistance is provided to IDPs and other victims of conflicts and crisis;
although bulk of AAC’s income is spent on providing educational supports. To achieve the objectives of both programs, the
following projects are being implemented:

EduCreation Fund:
School-In-A-Bag:
providing loaded school
bags to affected
children in IDP camps
and host communities.

Learning Hub:

Impact Kits:

setting up collapsible,
solar-powered
classrooms in IDP camps
and communities where
there are no
classrooms.

distributing kits loaded
with teaching aids to
help learning providers
teach IDPs and schoolage children in affected
communities.

giving scholarships to
IDPs hosted in
communities where
there are schools. From
the fund, we also
renovate dilapidated
schools to aid education
for IDPs, and girls.

Tech4IDPs:
providing tech devices
and facilities like
computers,
smartphones, internet,
disadvantaged schools,
learning centres.

Appreciation

We are deeply grateful to Google Foundation of Tides
Foundation for supporting this project. We also express huge
thanks to the partners – Daystar Christian Centre, Omojuwa
Foundation, Reliance Infosystems Limited, WRAPA Nigeria,
and Micro Manna Limited.
We are immensely grateful the team members and volunteers who
made the project implementation a success.
Let’s do more.
Thank you!

